Double Air Chambers Pneumatic Artificial Muscle and Non-Hysteresis Position Control
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a double air chambers artificial muscle to eliminate the hysteresis in the extension and contraction movement of pneumatic artificial muscles. In this paper, the basic structure of the double air chambers artificial muscle is a rubberless artificial muscle with a particularly large hysteresis loop. The double air chambers artificial muscle aims to eliminate hysteresis by directly pressurizing the inside and outside of the air chamber and actively deforming the air chamber. The hysteresis is reduced by the pressure outside of the air chamber (external pressure). Since the appropriate external pressure varies depending on the contraction force and amount of contraction, we proposed a method to regulate the appropriate external pressure by feedback control. The experimental results show that hysteresis was eliminated in the static characteristics. It was also found that the output gain decreased, and the phase lag increased as the target frequency increased. The output gain did not change with increasing load. The phase lag tended to improve with the PID controller compared to the PI controller. These results suggest that the combination of double air chambers artificial muscle and external pressure-regulated feedback control can achieve non-hysteresis position control, and it is useful as an actuator in mechatronic systems.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, machines that include automatic controls, such as robots that coexist with humans [1–4] and wearable robotics [5–10], have come to operate in environments that are close to or involve contact with humans. In such environments, human safety is a top priority, and softness and lightness in terms of hardware, such as mechanical structures and actuators, are important.

In this background, various pneumatic soft actuators have been developed [11–13]. Pneumatic soft actuators are mostly composed of silicon rubber, and various behaviors are created by combining the shape of the air chamber and the materials that constrain the deformation of the rubber. It can be fabricated by molding silicone rubber, and in recent years, a direct three-dimensional fabricating by a 3D printer has also been proposed. Ling shows many examples of various printable soft actuators [14], and Gul shows how to manufacture them [15]. Lee introduces Tensegrity, a printable and flexible deformable structure [16].

Pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) is one of those pneumatic soft actuators. Although pneumatic artificial muscles with various characteristics have been proposed according to differences in deformation constraints, etc., they are mainly classified into the McKibben-type rubber artificial muscle [17–21] and the axial fiber-reinforced rubber artificial muscle called the Warsaw-type [22–26]. For McKibben-type artificial muscles, Chou [17] described...
the basic characteristics and output model in detail. Tondu also summarized many findings on pneumatic artificial muscles, including an improvement of the static model [18,19], and application to a robot arm with antagonistic drive [20,21]. For the Warsaw-type, static models have been studied [22,26], and detailed analyses of actuator deformation have been conducted using FEM [24] or mathematical expression [25]. In addition, evaluations of durability have been reported [23]. Among these, Saito et al. proposed the rubber-less artificial muscle (RLAM) [27]. It is similar to McKibben-type rubber artificial muscle, but the air chamber is an airbag made of non-stretchable material instead of a rubber tube, and it can generate a large contraction force at low pressure. As with other PAMs, static model [28], durability evaluation [29], and joint control of a robot arm with an antagonistic drive system [28,30] are reported. A similar Warsaw-type model, the Pleated Pneumatic Muscle (PPM), has been presented by Daerden [31,32]. PPM has pleats that increase the amount of contraction by increasing the deformation during inflation. These pneumatic artificial muscles are lightweight and passively soft due to the compressibility of air and are expected to be used as actuators for robots that cooperate with humans and wearable robots.

However, almost all pneumatic artificial muscles have hysteresis in extension and contraction movements. In the McKibben and Warsaw types of artificial muscles, which use rubber material as an air chamber and the type of contracting by increasing an internal pressure, the air chamber expands when internal pressure is increasing, generating an axial contraction force due to the pantograph mechanism of the net sleeve or axial fiber constraint, and PAMs contract. When the internal pressure is reduced, the rubber air chamber returns to its original shape, radial contraction and axial extension occurs simultaneously, then the PAMs extend. In PAMs with rubber air chambers, previous studies have reported that the hysteresis is not negligible. In the case of the McKibben-type artificial muscle, the major factor is the friction between the net sleeve and the rubber air chamber [17,20], in the case of Warsaw-type artificial muscle, the major factor is the non-linear viscoelastic properties of the rubber [24,33].

In addition to the above, the RLAM has a very large hysteresis loop [34]. This is because the air chamber of the RLAM is made of a non-stretchable material, so the air chamber does not deform with decreasing the internal pressure. The RLAM requires external force not only to balance the internal pressure but also to deform the air chamber, which is thought to make it difficult to perform extension movements. In any case, hysteresis characteristics degrade control performance and make it difficult to obtain sufficient positioning accuracy.

Therefore, we propose a double air chambers pneumatic artificial muscle (W-PAM) that considers hysteresis reduction using two pressure systems around the air chamber. W-PAM is an artificial muscle with two air chambers. Similarly, several ideas for artificial muscles with two air chambers have been reported. Al-Fahaam proposed the extensor–contractor pneumatic artificial muscle (ECPAM) [35]. The structure of that is extrapolating an extension-type McKibben muscle to a contraction-type McKibben muscle, and it can generate force in both contraction and extension. Hassan proposed a double-acting McKibben-type artificial muscle that switches the direction of motion between contraction and extension by mechanically changing the initial angle of the mesh of the net sleeve and by inflating the inner air chamber [36]. Zheng proposed a DA-sleeve muscle [37], a double-acting artificial muscle that is active in two directions, contraction and extension, by inserting a tubular component in the center of the air chamber of a McKibben-type artificial muscle that contracts under pressure. These are intended to generate force in two directions, contraction and extension, and are important proposals in terms of improving the functionality of pneumatic artificial muscles, but these have not been verified to resolve the hysteresis characteristic.

In this paper, the basic structure and operational principle of the W-PAM are described, and the basic extension and contraction characteristic and hysteresis characteristic are evaluated. Then, applying position feedback control by operating one side pressure that is proposed in this study, we indicate the possibility of reducing hysteresis of the W-PAM. And
the usefulness of this method is also discussed by adding an evaluation of the frequency characteristics for application as an actuator in mechatronics system.

2. Double Air Chambers Pneumatic Artificial Muscle

2.1. Rubber-Less Artificial Muscle

First, we describe the RLAM, which is the basis of the W-PAM proposed in this study. The RLAM replaces the rubber tube as an air chamber of a general McKibben-type artificial muscle with an airbag of non-stretchable material. The driving principle is the same as that of the McKibben-type artificial muscle. The air chamber is inserted inside a mesh sleeve and they are not bonded to each other. Therefore, when the air chamber is pressurized to expand the sleeve from the inside, the mesh sleeve slides across the surface of the air chamber, generating force and displacement in the direction of contraction using deformation by the pantograph mechanism. Compared to McKibben-type artificial muscle, RLAM can generate a greater contraction force at lower pressure because the air chamber is more easily inflated.

2.2. Hysteresis Occurring Mechanism of RLAM

In the case of PAM, the elastic force of the rubber acts in the direction of contraction of the air chamber, so that the artificial muscles also move in the direction of extension when the pressure is decreased. However, in the case of RLAM, the pressure inside the airbag is higher than the atmospheric pressure outside the airbag, so the airbag does not contract even when the pressure is decreased. Friction also occurs between the airbag and the sleeve, which also makes it difficult for the airbag to expand and contract. A simplified model is used to explain this issue. Figure 1 shows the basic model of the McKibben-type artificial muscle’s extension and contraction motion, and parameters are summarized in Table 1. Here, output adjustment coefficient $K_f$ is a parameter that converts the force in the expansion direction of the air chamber into the contraction force. The McKibben-type artificial muscle uses a pantograph mechanism of net sleeve to convert these forces. The coefficient $K_f$ is used to represent this mechanism.

Figure 1. Extension and contraction mechanism of the PAM.
Table 1. Parameters in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_i$</td>
<td>Internal pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_o$</td>
<td>Pressure outside of the air chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_a$</td>
<td>Atmospheric pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{cx}$</td>
<td>Force in the direction to inflate air chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{co}$</td>
<td>Force in the direction to contraction air chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{out}$</td>
<td>External force received from load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_f$</td>
<td>Frictional force between air chamber and mesh sleeve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Friction coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Effective surface area of air chamber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_f$</td>
<td>Output adjustment coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{iE}$</td>
<td>Internal pressure when PAM extends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{iC}$</td>
<td>Internal pressure when PAM contracts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Coefficient for converting the expansion force of air chamber into a contraction force of PAM.

Where the direction of contraction is positive. If $F_{cx} > F_{co}$, PAM contracts and the frictional force $F_f$ acts to prevent it. In other words, it acts in the direction of extension. If $F_{cx} < F_{co}$, PAM extends, so the frictional force $F_f$ acts in the direction of contraction to prevent it. The external force $F_{out}$ acts in the direction of extension because it is the force received from the load. Taking these considerations into account, the direction of the frictional force $F_f$ is different when the PAM is contracting and when it is extending, respectively, the external force $F_{out}$ in each condition can be expressed as follows:

\[
F_{out} = K_f(F_{cx} - F_{co}) - F_f, \ (F_{cx} > F_{co} : \text{PAM contraction}), \quad (1)
\]

\[
F_{out} = K_f(F_{cx} - F_{co}) + F_f, \ (F_{cx} < F_{co} : \text{PAM extension}). \quad (2)
\]

Here, we express $F_{cx}$ and $F_f$ using the pressure difference $(P_i - P_a)$ as follows:

\[
F_{cx} = (P_i - P_a)S, \quad (3)
\]

\[
F_f = \mu(P_i - P_a)S. \quad (4)
\]

From these equations, the pressure in the air chamber during extension and contraction $P_{iE}$ and $P_{iC}$ is derived as follows:

\[
P_{iC} = \frac{F_{out} + K_f F_{co}}{(K_f - \mu)S} + P_a, \ (F_{cx} > F_{co}), \quad (5)
\]

\[
P_{iE} = \frac{F_{out} + K_f F_{co}}{(K_f + \mu)S} + P_a, \ (F_{cx} < F_{co}). \quad (6)
\]

Figure 2 shows a model of the upper half of the cross-sectional model when the air chamber is a rubber tube. In Figure 2, the air chamber radius at natural length is $r_0$, the radius at expansion is $r$, the circumferential elongation due to air chamber expansion is $\Delta x_e$, and the elastic modulus of the rubber is $K_R$, the contraction force $F_{co}$ is shown as follows:

\[
F_{co} = K_R \Delta x_e = 2\pi K_R (r - r_0). \quad (7)
\]

The results show that when the air chamber is composed of rubber tube, the force $F_{co}$ in the direction of contraction increases with increasing the radius of expansion.

In the case of RLAM, the air chamber is an air bag made of non-stretchable material. Therefore, $F_{co} \approx 0$. Comparing Equations (5) and (6), even if the external force $F_{out}$ is the same, if $F_{co}$ is small or $\mu$ is large, $P_{iC}$ will be larger than $P_{iE}$, and this difference is considered the cause of hysteresis. As shown in Figure 3, RLAM has large hysteresis, making it difficult
to use in systems that require extension and contraction because control is complicated, or sufficient control performance cannot be obtained.

![Figure 2. Upper half of cross-sectional model of the air chamber of PAM.](image)

![Figure 3. Contractional characteristic of PAM and RLAM.](image)

From the result of Equations (5) and (6), the influence of the friction coefficient $\mu$ must be reduced to improve hysteresis. The second term $P_o$ on the right side of Equations (5) and (6) is the lower limit of the internal pressure $P_{iC}$ and $P_{iE}$. If $P_o$ is replaced by $P_a$, which can be operated, on the right side, the difference between the first term which includes $\mu$ and second term becomes smaller as $P_o$ is increased. Therefore, the influence of the friction $\mu$ can be reduced, and Equations (5) and (6) become almost the same value. From this consideration, it can be said that hysteresis can be expected to be eliminated by allowing the pressure outside of the air bag to be operated as $P_o$. Based on the above considerations, we propose a double air chambers pneumatic artificial muscle that can regulate the pressure both inside and outside of the air bag.

2.3. Double Air Chambers Pneumatic Artificial Muscle (W-PAM)

In this study, we propose W-PAM with a pressurized layer on the outside of the RLAM to actively compress the airbag and improve the RLAM’s motion characteristics in the extension direction. The structure and a cross section of the prototyped W-PAM are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The W-PAM consists of an airbag made of a composite of non-stretchable polyester and polyethylene sheet on the outside of the RLAM (outer airbag) and is operated by the internal pressure $P_i$ applied to the inner airbag of the RLAM and the external pressure $P_o$ applied between the RLAM and outer airbag as shown in Figure 6. The left and right attachments shown in Figure 4 have different air flow paths, allowing for adjustment of the internal pressure $P_i$ and external pressure $P_o$. This allows the inner airbag of the RLAM to be pressurized from the outside by applying external pressure $P_o$, which is thought to enable the RLAM to be actively extended. The W-PAM is contracted by the RLAM which is placed inside, and the maximum contraction displacement is decided by the length of inner RLAM. In this case, the effective natural length of the inner RLAM is 350 mm, the diameter at natural length is 22 mm, and the diameter at maximum inflation
is 42 mm. The outer airbag was set to 420 mm in length and 60 mm in diameter to avoid affecting the extension and contraction of the inner RLAM, taking into consideration the effective natural length and the length of the attachment. The possibility of applying the W-PAM to a system that requires extension and contraction is discussed by controlling the amount of contraction by adjusting the internal and external pressure.

**Figure 4.** Structure of W-PAM.

**Figure 5.** Cross section of W-PAM.

**Figure 6.** Pressure distribution of W-PAM.

First, the relationship between internal pressure $P_i$ and the contraction displacement $x$ is obtained as one of the fundamental characteristics. Some characteristics of the W-PAM are measured using the experimental system shown in Figure 7. The W-PAM is suspended vertically, with a load cell at the upper end to measure the contraction force, a hook for suspending the load, and a linear encoder at the lower end to measure the amount of contraction. The internal pressure $P_i$ and external pressure $P_o$ are regulated by electro-pneumatic regulators. The electro-pneumatic regulator used in this experiment was the ITV 2031 from SMC (Chiyoda City, Japan). The maximum flow rate is 1500 L/min and the pressure can be adjusted from 0.005 MPa to 0.5 MPa. It has an internal pressure gauge and an analogue output to measure the pressure. Each pressure is measured by a pressure gauge in the electro-pneumatic regulators.
The experimental results of the relationship between the amount of contraction \( x \) and the internal pressure \( P_i \) when the load is varied are shown in Figure 8. As can be seen from the results, when no external pressure \( P_o \) is applied, the contraction characteristics are almost the same as those of RLAM, the amount of contraction increases curvilinearly with an increase in internal pressure \( P_i \). The amount of contraction does not change for a while after the pressure is decreased, and then rapidly extends when the pressure is further decreased.

The change in hysteresis characteristics when external pressure \( P_o \) is applied to the W-PAM is experimentally confirmed. As the simplest way to reduce hysteresis, a constant external pressure \( P_o \) is applied only when the internal pressure \( P_i \) is decreased. One of the experimental results is shown in Figure 9. The results were obtained when the load \( F \) was 50 N, 100 N, and 150 N, and the external pressure \( P_o \) was 0.04 MPa.

From the experimental result, the hysteresis loop becomes smaller when the external pressure \( P_o \) is applied. However, there are cases where the hysteresis loop crosses depending on the load condition, and the tendency of the hysteresis loop changes. This result indicates that the hysteresis can be reduced by applying the external pressure \( P_o \), but the external pressure \( P_o \) should be controlled appropriately according to the load and other conditions.
conditions. The appropriate external pressure $P_o$ varies depending on the conditions of load and the amount of contraction.

3. Operation of External Pressure Based on the Feedback Control

Considering the relationship between the external pressure and contraction displacement of W-PAM, we propose a method to operate the external pressure $P_o$ by feedback control to respond to various conditions. Since the W-PAM regulates two types of pressure, consider the double-acting cylinder shown in Figure 10 as a simplified model. The contractional direction $x$ is the positive direction of displacement, and the positive direction of contraction force $F$ is set in the same direction. Let $F_i$ be the force caused by the internal pressure $P_i$ and $F_o$ be the force caused by the external pressure $P_o$. The mass and damping term of the piston are denoted as $m$ and $c$, respectively, and the equation of motion becomes as follows:

$$m\ddot{x} = F + F_i - F_o - cx,$$

thus, summarized by Laplace transform, the equation of motion is as follows:

$$X(s) = \frac{1}{ms^2 + cs} \left\{ F(s) + F_i(s) - F_o(s) \right\}. \quad (8)$$

Here, the load is defined as follows:

$$F_A(s) = F(s) - F_i(s). \quad (10)$$

Equation (9) can then be summarized as follows:

$$X(s) = \frac{1}{ms^2 + cs} \left\{ F_A(s) - F_o(s) \right\}. \quad (11)$$

Here, assuming the force $F_o = A_o P_o(s)$, Equation (11) becomes:

$$X(s) = \frac{1}{ms^2 + cs} \left\{ F_A(s) - A_o P_o(s) \right\}. \quad (12)$$

![Figure 10. Schematic of double-acting cylinder as a simplified model of W-PAM.](image)

In other words, assuming the contraction force $F(s)$ and the internal pressure $P_i(s)$ are constant, $F_A(s)$ also becomes a constant value, which corresponds to a system that considers this as an input disturbance. The absence of hysteresis means that the amount of contraction $X(s)$ should be uniquely determined regardless of the manipulation of the internal pressure $P_i(s)$. Therefore, here, the target contraction amount $x_r$ is set based on the internal pressure $P_i$ and contraction force $F$ using the mechanical equilibrium model [28], and position control is performed without being affected by the input disturbance $F_A(s)$.

A block diagram of the feedback control system considering Equation (12) is shown in Figure 11, where $C(s)$ is the controller. The closed-loop transfer function $G_{yr}(s)$ from the target value $x_r$ to the output $x$ when a PI controller is used is as follows:

$$G_{yr}(s) = -\frac{K_p s + K_I}{ms^3 + cs^2 - (K_ps + K_I)}. \quad (13)$$
Figure 11. Block diagram of feedback control system.

Therefore, the target value response characteristic is good.

Next, to evaluate the disturbance suppression characteristic, the closed-loop transfer function $G_{yd}(s)$ from disturbance $d$ to output $x$ is obtained as follows:

$$G_{yd}(s) = \frac{s}{ms^3 + cs + (K_p + K_i)} .$$ (14)

Therefore, the disturbance suppression characteristic is also good. Based on the above, this paper experimentally examines the possibility of reducing hysteresis by feedback position control using a PI controller.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. Hysteresis Elimination by Applying Feedback Control

The position feedback control based on operating the external pressure $P_o$ with a PI controller is carried out. In the first experiment, the target contraction displacement was varied at a load of 100 N at 10 mm intervals from 0 mm to 50 mm as a step function. From this target condition, the W–PAM contracts from 0 to 60 s, and after that it extends. The experimental results in the case of the external pressure $P_o$ is not applied, which is same as the open loop characteristic, and in the case of the external pressure $P_o$ is applied by using the proposed position feedback control are shown in Figure 12, and the result of internal and external pressures at those experiments are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Comparing result of contractional displacement.

From the results in Figure 12, in the case of open loop, extension and contraction behaviors are different. In particular, after 60 s, the W–PAM is hardly extended. Compared with this result, in the case of applying feedback control based on regulating the external pressure, the response has converged to the target contraction displacement and the steady-state error has disappeared. The feedback control response in Figure 13 shows that the external pressure $P_o$ is regulated during both extension and contraction, and combined with Figure 12, the response reaches the target value from the excessive contraction state calculated by the mechanical equilibrium model. From this result, it is confirmed that the feedback control of the external pressure $P_o$ is effective of the contraction displacement control of the W–PAM.
Next, the response when the load is changed is shown in Figures 14–16. Figure 14 shows the results of the amount of contraction by feedback control with regulating the external pressure, Figure 15 shows the internal and external pressure responses during feedback control, and Figure 16 plots the average of each steady-state response. The PI controller parameters in Figure 14 were determined by trial and error. The P controller parameter and the I controller parameter were finally determined to be 0.1 and 0.008, respectively. The same parameters were used for different load conditions.

![Figure 13. Result of supplying pressures.](image)

![Figure 14. Experimental result of contractional displacement.](image)

![Figure 15. Experimental result of internal and external pressure.](image)

![Figure 16. Comparison results of static characteristics of model and feedback response of W-PAM.](image)
Figure 14 shows that the amount of contraction quickly converges to the target value in both the extension and contraction directions under each loading condition. Figure 15 shows that the internal and external pressures change according to the load, respectively. Although the internal pressure is the result of model calculations, the external pressure is also appropriately adjusted in response to the internal pressure, and the target contraction is achieved.

Figure 16 shows that the hysteresis loop has been eliminated compared to Figure 8, indicating that the objective of W-PAM has been achieved. For a more quantitative evaluation, Table 2 shows the results of calculating the area of hysteresis loops for each of Figures 8, 9 and 16. Note that these results are normalized with respect to the open-loop characteristics without external pressure $P_o$, shown in Figure 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>50 N</th>
<th>100 N</th>
<th>150 N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open loop without $P_e$ (Figure 8)</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open loop with $P_e = 0.04$ MPa (Figure 9)</td>
<td>0.7042</td>
<td>0.1899</td>
<td>0.0638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback control (Figure 16)</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that for $F = 150$ N, the hysteresis loop remains slightly after applying feedback control, but it can be considered to have been almost eliminated because of its small order of magnitude. These results suggest the possibility of achieving the target contraction without hysteresis by applying external pressure-regulated-type feedback control to the W-PAM.

4.2. Frequency Response of Proposed Feedback Control

Next, the frequency response is evaluated. Figure 17 shows the amplitude gain and phase lag of the frequency response for loads of 50, 100, and 150 N, input amplitude of 25 mm, and frequencies of 0.1, 0.2, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0 Hz, comparing PI and PID as feedback controllers. The P and I parameters are the same for PI and PID. First, the frequency response of the PI controller with respect to the magnitude of the load is discussed. Comparing the responses for each load, no change in amplitude gain is observed. The phase lag is almost the same in the frequency band above 0.5 Hz, but in the slower frequency band, the phase lag tends to be smaller at lower loads. Since both internal and external pressures tend to increase with increasing load, the output from the controller must also be increased. However, since the parameters of the controller were not adjusted according to changes in the load in this experiment, it is considered that the controller is unable to adjust the pressure sufficiently in response to the load, resulting in a tendency for the phase lag to increase. On the other hand, no difference due to load is observed in the higher frequency range than around 0.5 Hz, but this is because the frequency range is sufficiently high and the system using the PI controller operates at almost the limit velocity, so no difference is observed. Next, the difference in frequency response between the PI and PID controllers at a load of 150 N was examined. No difference in amplitude gain is observed, but the phase delay is smaller when the PID controller is used. The D controller parameter was set to 0.004 by trial and error. This is an effect of the phase advance characteristic of the D controller.

Finally, the effect of setting the upper limit of the external pressure to 0.08 MPa is discussed. Figures 18 and 19 show the response of the amount of contraction displacement, internal pressure, and external pressure at a load of 150 N and 0.5 Hz, respectively. These results show that the amount of contraction displacement changes at a nearly constant period, and that the external pressure reaches 0.08 MPa, the highest value set, with a slight delay relative to the target value. This indicates that the response of the system when the amplitude decreases has reached the limit velocity of the system. The maximum value of the external pressure is set in consideration of the durability of the structure, but we expect the amplitude gain to improve as the durability improves and a larger value can be set.
velocity, so no difference is observed. Next, the difference in pressure operation.

![Figure 17](image)

**Figure 17.** Comparing results of gain and phase lag characteristics of frequency response of the feedback control based on the external pressure operation using PI controller and PID controller.

![Figure 18](image)

**Figure 18.** Contraction displacement of the feedback control using PI controller based on the external pressure operation.

![Figure 19](image)

**Figure 19.** Internal and external pressures of the contraction displacement feedback control using PI controller based on the external pressure operation.

### 5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a double air chambers artificial muscle (W-PAM) that operates by regulating two pressures with the aim of eliminating hysteresis in the extension
and contraction motion of the artificial muscle. In this study, we aimed to represent the open-loop characteristics of pneumatic artificial muscles using a mechanical equilibrium model, and determined the internal pressure based on this model. To eliminate hysteresis, an external pressure-regulated position feedback control system was proposed, and its usefulness was experimentally confirmed. The results obtained are summarized below.

- Hysteresis was eliminated by controlling the amount of contraction using external pressure-regulated position feedback control of W-PAM.
- The response of the external pressure-regulated position feedback control of W-PAM was predicted using a simplified double air chambers cylinder model, and the results showed that the characteristics were equivalent to those of the position feedback control of a type 1 system with input disturbance. The results of the analysis and experiments confirmed that the controller including an integrator can achieve good results without steady-state error and with good disturbance suppression characteristics.
- The position feedback control of W-PAM with external pressure operation was compared between PI and PID controllers and the results showed that the amplitude gain did not change, but the phase lag increased with increasing load. It was also confirmed that the phase lag was smaller with the PID controller.
- It is indicated that W-PAM and the external pressure-regulated position feedback control are useful to represent the W-PAM in a mechanical equilibrium model and to obtain a response without hysteresis.
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